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Spring Training
   

  

  With all this warm weather it feels a little bit like
  Spring is in the air. On our club layout progress we find more
  and more track being laid and wiring drops soldered in place.
     Back in the store room Mike Corley has joined Ken Marcoux
  and Chris Galvin building structures for the Houston Harbor
  area of our new layout. All three are building FOS Scale   
  Limited model railroad structures. Ken continues to build Dead
  Horse Bay, and Chris is building Red Light District. Mike has
  started Canal Street, these are all multiple building wood kits.
  These kits will go under the Tower 55 section on the 28” level
  and around into the Houston train station section.
     On the track laying crews, COO Clarence Zink continues to 
  oversee tracklaying all over the layout including the lower level
  starting with the grade up to the logging area (see photo above),
                  ( This article continues on page 3.............)

 
  

   Gary Cox Memorial
  Service set for March 9.
  See page 3 for details....
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   From The 
  Business Car
  

  Welcome new prospec-
  tive member Kevin Leddy!  We are 
  very happy that you have chosen 
  the Texas Western Model RR Club 
  and hope you will remain for years.  
  Many of us have been here over 
  20 years now!  We are entering into 
  a lot of track laying and planning 
  out the electrical system to run this 
  massive layout.  I think the process 
  of signaling is going to be later 
  after we are up and running trains 
  a while. We are planning for signals 
  as we build so adding them later 
  will be very easy indeed.  If you 
  haven’t told the electrical guys 
  John, Don, and Clarence “Thank 
  you” lately, please do.  They have 
  taken on a huge task where there is 
  no instruction book!

  

  We are getting more interested 
  people in visiting the club, be sure 
  you take it upon yourself to show 
  them around and explain what and 
  why we are doing what we are do-
  ing.  Tell them how much fun it is 
  going to be to operate 7 railroads 
  on a layout and they will basically 
  be independent of each other, yet 
  work together just like the proto-
  types did.  Explain about the mu-
  seum and library too.  

   

    ( Continued on page 3......)
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 ( Continued from page 2, )
  And I am very proud of the mem-
  bers of the TWMRC that always 
  show support for a member that 
  is or has been sick or needs a kind 
  word or a bit of support.  We all 
  are family, sometimes dysfunc-
  tional, sometimes quite funny, but 
  always a family and it showed this 
  past week.  I am very proud to be 
  a member of this family.

  Darrell Cowles

 

March   
Business Meeting
Thurs. Mar. 2,

@ 7 PM
at 

The Clubhouse

  

         

Gary Cox
Memorial
Service

Thurs. Mar. 9

4 PM

Wade Funeral Home
4140 W Pioneer Pkwy
Arlington, TX  76013

Casual Railroad
Attire welcomed

  

 
  (Continued from page 1.......)
  back past the river logging camp
  to the steel mill area and includ-
  ing the yards surrounding the 
  mill.
     Jerry Fussell is working in the
  Houston harbor laying roadbed
  and soon will put track down 
  there.  He has also laid track on
  the 28” level from the corner of
  the steel mill back and around 
  the horseshoe and back to con-
  nect with the harbor. 
     John Garfield continues to lay
  in the MKT’s Ney Yard tracks.
  And Mike Galligan has begun the
  task of doing the Tower 55 cross-
  overs to the N.E. & N.W. of the
  tower. Using a tie laying jig, Mike 

  ( Above Photo: Houston harbor
   track sub-roadbed is laid.)
  first lays the railroad ties on top of
  the sub-roadbed. Next up he will
  lay the rails making sure it is in
  gauge and then testing it before
  wiring.  Joe Batson continues to 
  work on the logging area putting
  in more tree stumps and doing a
  little backdrop painting. 
     As with all spring events we 
  recently cleaned out one the stor-
  age units to make way for the 
  city to utilize that space for its
  ( continued on page 8.......)
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  The CFO Flyer
 Howdy folks,
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     Home Layouts Of Our
   Club Members 
  
  

  Erie RR – Buffalo Subdivision, Part 4
  When we left Part 3, published in November 2016 
  STAR, as an overview, I said that Part 4 would present 
  how the Erie moves through the hills of southern NYS 
  to merge with the main east/west Erie RR in Salaman-
  ca, NY.

  The Capital Express never really went from Buffalo to 
  Washington, DC but, like I said, I won the 5 car set and 
  just have to fit it in somehow.  As outlined earlier, my 
  excuse is a washout on the B&O line in Great Valley so 
  a more direct route for its passenger service was re- 
  quired to maintain its time schedule.  Fortunately for 
  them, the Erie agreed to lend them some trackage rights 
  and the Capital Express gets to pass directly from Buf-
  falo to Salamanca where it can connect to its own track 
  into Washington, DC.  However, no stops were allowed 
  so it must pass straight through without stopping.

  Here its early morning and the Capital Express is leav- 
  ing the DL&W terminal off of South Main Street in 
  Buffalo headed through the Lackawanna yard for Sala-
  manca.  Soon it will thread its way through Little Val-
  ley and then Akron, NY., about half way to Salamanca.

   Above a B&O switcher in Little Valley (leased by the 
  CVRR from B&O due to a breakdown of its old camel-
  back sitting in the maintenance yard) pulls a set of 
  empty coal hoppers from the Mohawk Power Plant 
  for pick up by a south bound Erie local.  The CV is 
  responsible for all the switching in Little Valley which 
  makes for an interesting operation moving cars between 
  industries, clearing track for both express and local Erie 
  freights, passenger service, and setting cars on the 
  interchange with the Erie. The CV also operates a short 
  line up country to a logging transfer camp and operates 
  small hoppers that carry limestone from the mine to a 
  crusher in Eden, NY. 
  

     

  Below, Engine 7, a three truck shay clears a set of 
  fire cars from the double track trestle so that it can pull 
  the limestone ore cars out.  Here is also a shot of the 
  saw mill where the hardwood brought down from the 
  transfer site is cut into rough dimensional lumber and 
  loaded into box cars for pick up by the Erie.
       
  In Akron, NY an Erie GP7 Number 1224 exits the tun-
  nel that represents the unique over and under Erie un-
  derpass where the former Erie main line out of Dunkirk 
  meets the form Buffalo and Pittsburg (now Erie) line 
  out of Buffalo and creates an unusual Erie to Erie inter-
  change.  
      
  Erie 1224 pulls out of Akron up a steep grade to Little 
  Valley and then proceeds to Eden, NY.  
      
  In Eden, loads of cut lumber and sawdust are picked up 
  for transfer to Lackawanna Yard and then other points 
  north or back south.  In the background you can see 
  the Victorian House called a “Painted Lady” due to the 
  multiple color combinations.  Eden is home of the 
  Kazoo and the house belongs to the factory owner 
  where these instruments are made.

  Finally, 1224 pulls into Lackawanna Yard and ties up 
  on the A/D track to be broken down.  
.
  Part 5 will review operations, crew assignments and 
  scheduling.

          John Garfield  
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   Home Layouts Of Our
   Club Members 
  Part 5 – Erie, Buffalo Division
  I operate with DCC and get ribbed about using MRC 
  for my DCC system.  I use two hard wired throttles 
  for yard area work and four wireless throttles for all 
  other operations.  I have found the system to be very 
  dependable with excellent service and technical support 
  from MRC.  They have even upgraded throttles and the 
  command unit for free.  If a decoder is bad they either 
  replace it or provide a new one at half the price.  It is 
  easy to set up, easy to use the throttles and easy to pro-
  gram decoder  CVs.  The back of each throttle has ab-
  breviated instructions for all the principle functions.  

  All my engines are DCC and almost all have sound ex-
  cept a couple small switchers.  But with the latest tech-
  nology in both receivers and speakers, I may be able to 
  get sound into them too.  I am not a fanatic about using 
  the functions but I like the rumble of the diesels and the 
  chuff of the steam engines.  For decoders, I have used 
  the MRC and found them very responsive as well as 
  QSI, Soundtraxx/Tsunami and Digitrax.  The throttles  
  can be a little bulky but each has a helpful readout of 
  the engine functions and can be synchronized for fast 
  clock operations.  Each throttle can hold or save five 
  engines for fast transition between multiple engines 
  when using more than one.  Consists are setup by inde-
  pendent consist numbers that can correspond to engine 
  numbers.  Engine number from 1 to 4 digits are easily 
  set and called up.  Only the master throttle can be used 
  for programming so there is no potential for someone 
  else to inadvertently make a change to a CV.

  Operations are based on TT/TO (Time Table and Train 
  Order) principles using RailOp to set up the trains and 
  track all the operations.  I have used RailOp for over 
  ten years but have been experimenting with JMRI 
  conversion because RailOp is no longer supported, 
  and JMRI (a freeware software program) has additional 
  operating functions that RailOp cannot offer.  It works 
  similarly to RailOp in the way it’s set up but has more 
  capability to route car(s) through a series of desti-

  nations and you can use your iphone as a throttle (how-
  ever, JMRI does not interface with MRC).  Steve Davis 
  in Tulsa even has it set up to pull and store trains auto-
  matically in and out of staging without an engineer. You 
  just simply drop off the train at a set location and the 
  system takes it into a preset staging track.  JMRI also 
  integrates with signal operations and can route trains 
  automatically based on their prescribed route.

  I have my train schedule broken into two, 12 hour days 
  with each having an AM and a PM schedule.  Each sche-
  dule is intended to be one operating session at a slow 
  ratio of 1:3 on a fast clock.  However, since most opera-
  tions are pretty casual, the fast clock is not used and I 
  tend to just schedule trains as I see the need.  Partly this 
  is because when I operate by myself, I will just run a 
  train as I please and then have to re-arrange the order of 
  trains to compensate when a group operates.  I can oper
  ate with 5 or 6, – yard master, hostler/peddler, steel op
  erations engineer (SB), Little Valley (CV) engineer 
  (much like Midway functioned) and a road engineer or 2 
  (Erie). 

  A typical operating session might start with the “Milk 
  Run” at 6:00 AM.   This is the CVRR engineer starting 
  out in Little Valley by pulling the milk car and the Com-
  bine out of Little Valley to Dayton then returning back 
  thru Little Valley, Eden and dropping the Combine at a 
  passenger staging area in Lackawanna where the com-
  bine drops workers for the plants and waits to return to 
  Little Valley at the end (PM) of the next session.  On its 
  way thru Eden it might pick up the two cars of crushed 
  limestone (JAK Line) for the SB/Erie Interchange to 
  feed the Bethlehem Steel blast furnace.  The milk car 
  is dropped at Kaminski Wholesale Foods and the engine 
  deadheads back to Little Valley for its daily work there.
  Leased B&O HH66-44 leads the “Milk Run” out of Little  
  Valley to Dayton, N.Y.

  In the meantime, the SB engineer begins working the 
  steel operations which include transfer of empties and 
  loads of coke, iron ore and limestone to the Bethlehem 
  Steel blast furnace, transfer of bottle cars of liquid steel 
  to the electric furnace, moving gons of scrap steel from 
  the SB/Erie Interchange track to the electric furnace and 
  pig iron slabs from the furnace to Buffalo Rolling Mill.
   ( Continued on page 9......) 
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  THE TRAIN SCHEDULE
   Upcoming Meetings, Events, 
   Shows & Clinics
  

  MARCH 2017
  2nd - March Business Meeting
  @ 7p, will he held @ The Club   
  House, Thursday.
  4TH- HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
   KEN MARCOUX
 
  4th -  Work Day,  3p - 9p, 
   Saturday

  9th - Work Night, 7p - 9:30p, 
   Thursday
  9th- Gary Cox Memorial
  Service, 4pm, Wade Funeral
  Home, Arlington, Thursday
  11th - Youth In Model RRing Meet-
   ing, 10 am - 12:30 pm, Saturday

  11th - Work Day, 3p - 9p, Saturday

  16th -  Work Night, 7p - 9:30p, 
   Thursday
  
  18th -  Work Day,  3p - 9p, 
   Saturday
 
   23rd -  Work Night, 7p - 9:30p, 
   Thursday
  
  25th- Work Day,  3p - 9p, 
   Saturday

  
  25th -  Work Day,  3p - 9p, 
   Saturday

  30th - Work Night, 7p - 9:30p, 
   Thursday

  28TH- HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
  MIKE MACKEY

  30TH- HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
  JOE BATSON
  

  APRIL 2017 

  6TH - April Business
  Meeting, 7p, will he   
  held @ our club house, 
   Thursday  
   
  
   

Bayou City Ltd.
Super Regional Convention

Lone Star Region
N.M.R.A.

Houston, TX
June 7 - 11, 2017

Westchase Hilton
9999 Westheimer Rd.

Houston,  77042

More Info @
bayoucitylimited.org

 
 2017

Texas Western Train Show
Sat. November 11th

10 AM - 5 PM
&

Sun. November 12th
11 AM - 4 PM

Forest Hill Civic Center
6901 Wichita Street

Forest Hill, TX
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   From The COO’s
  Coal Hopper
  Standards.  Everyone has them, whether they admit 
  it or not.  We each have a certain way we live, our 
  “standard” of living.  If we deviate from that, we are 
  distressed and unhappy.  We each have a specific way 
  of putting on our shoes, it is our “standard” method.  
  Go ahead, put them on differently, and you will feel 
  uncomfortable for a period of time.  Texas has a “stan-
  dard” set of rules for operating a vehicle.  Drive out
  side of those “standards”, and there is a very high 
  likelihood that something unpleasant will happen. Our 
  employers have “standards of conduct”, “standard 
  business practices”, “standard products”, and the like.  
  Prototype railroads have “standards” for nearly every-
  thing on a RR: right of way construction, speeds, sig-
  nals, buildings, fuel, etc., etc., etc.

  And so it is with the TWMRC.  We have “standards” 
  that we expect, and have all agreed to uphold, for many 
  things: membership, conduct at the club, cleanliness 
  and appearance of the club, layout construction, layout 
  electrical and electronics, rolling stock, etc.

  

  It is a stated goal of the club to have a “museum quali-
  ty” layout.  We, as a club, want to create something to 
  be proud of, something that shows our abilities as mod-
  elers, our skills as interpreters of local and regional his-
  tory and commerce, and our general interest in the sur-
  rounding communities, the railroads and diverse work-
  ing cultures of north Texas, in the best possible light.  
  Thus, we have adopted a variety of standards.

  
  In our tracklaying efforts, there have been periods of 
  furious building and downright lulls in the pace for 
  one reason or another.  This is to be expected of any 
  construction project being done on a very tight (or no) 
  budget.  However, it has been observed that we are not 
  always observing and adhering to our agreed upon and 
  published “Recommended Practices”, also known as 
  “standards”.

  And I am not writing this from the point of view of one 
  who does absolutely perfect trackwork.  I am actually 
  one of the guilty ones!  Some of my roadbed and track-
  work was not up to our “standards” for minimum main-
  line radius, and had to be pulled up and relayed.  Was 
  it bad trackwork”  No, just a little wiggly.  Was it to our 
  minimum mainline radius specifications”?  No, it was 
  somewhat tighter than 36”.  Would long, rigid framed 
  steam locomotives have negotiated the curved sections?  
  Probably, but their overhang might interfere with roll-
  ing stock on the adjacent track to the inside of the  
  curve.

  Are Your parallel mainline tangent tracks a minimum 
  of 2” apart?  Are your parallel mainline curves 2-1/2” 
  apart?  Especially the curves, where opposing long 
  coupled rigid framed steamers approaching from one 
  direction on parallel curves could get tangled up with 
  long passenger cars, mill gondolas, or hi-cube boxcars? 

  Please check your work.  For tracklaying, there are 
  several curve templates around.  I have used two of 
  them.  We were forced to reconstruct much of the 
  layout because although we did have “standards” for 
  construction of the stud and joist framework, the 
  standards proved to be inadequate, and we didn’t real-
  ize the uneven level of the floor would cause us diffi-
  culty, despite the use of a “joist jig”.

  Rebuilding due to non-compliance with, inadequate or 
  ill-conceived, or a just plain lack of standards has cost 
  us several months of time.  A “git ‘er done” attitude is 
  great, if it is done correctly and to the established stan-
  dards the FIRST time.  But it really sucks when you 
  have to tear something out that didn’t meet our stan-
  dards and doesn’t work or causes problems.  That isn’t 
  any fun.  Keep the greasy side down!

                                         Clarence Zink
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  The CDO’s 
 Parlor Car  

 That  

 

    

       

 
     

  

    

  
    

    

  
  ( Continued on Page 9 ............ )
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    ( continued from page 3.......)

    Spring Training Continued....
 own use. “The storage building was filled with lots
  small pieces of lumber from Version 1.0 that could-
  n’t have fit in a good sized hoot or holler”, said 
  CEO Darrell Cowles in a recent post to the mem-
  bers.

     

   

  

  

         

     

     

   

  

  

  ( Continued on Page 9........)  
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   ( Continued from Page 8..... )
    
  The FOS Scale Limited kits Ken, Mike & Chris
  are building are pictured below.

                                        

                  ( Above: Dead Horse Bay )

              ( Above: Canal Street )

      ( Above:  The Red Light District )
  These craftsman kits will make a dynamic scene in
  the harbor and outer Houston area. 

   Chris Galvin

   ( Continued from Page 5..........)
  Erie RR Part 5....
  It will also help pull empty coal cars and replace them 
  with loads when the Erie coal train comes in from stag-
  ing.  As an aside, there is also loads of tank cars to be 
  transferred to the Interchange and miscellaneous other 
  cars to warehousing and the blast furnace.  Slag from 
  the blast furnace is also moved in special saucer cars by 
  the slag reclamation service - Buffalo Slag. A Bethle-
  hem Steel switcher pulls a bottle car after being filled 
  with molten steel while a Buffalo Slag switcher waits 
  to pull the slag cars.

  While this is going on, the yard master and hostler are 
  busy setting up several trains.  One is a local peddler 
  that goes north to serve the various industries in South 
  Buffalo including covered hoppers of grain from the 
  dock silos, various box cars of commodities to local 
  warehouses, coil cars for Buffalo Rolling Mill, chemi-
  cal and box cars for the Ford Stamping Plant, and oth-
  ers.  Cold storage reefers also have to be iced and/or 
  spotted at the Kraft Foods warehouse. While doing this 
  the engineer might get a hand written “warrant” to 
  move some open gons of rolled steel between the roll-
  ing mill and Ford Stamping. This peddler is the respon-
  sibility of the Hostler.  The Hostler also has other duties 
  in Lackawanna to service the engine facility with sand, 
  coal, fuel oil and cars to the RIP track along with yard 
  work at the north end of the yard.

  Yard switcher prepares the Dayton Turn.  Local headed 
  for S. Buffalo.  Three truck Shay #7 heads down hill 
  with a load of hardwood logs for the saw mill in Little 
  Valley.

  This is a busy and intense schedule and has never 
  been fully achieved.  But that is the magic of automat-
  ed scheduling – you just begin again where you left off.

    John Garfield 
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Clean UP Crew
JANUARY 2015

DARRELL COWLES
David Hall
Bob Hunt

Ken Roose

THE TEXAS WESTERN
STAR
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MARCH 2017 BIRTHDAYS

                        

                  Ken Marcoux  3/4                                     Mike Mackey  3/28                           Joe Batson  3/30  
    

THE TEXAS WESTERN 
STAR

Clean UP Crew
MARCH 2017

 
DICK MUCKER

Mike Galligan
Chris Galvin

John Garfield

Texas Western Railroad Association
6808 Forest Hill Drive, Forest Hill, TX


